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Spice up your Patio Packages with an Element Get More Information
èèè12 Pre-Designed Layouts èèè

Print and Video Instructions

Element Add On’s

Square Fire Pit

Above Ground Pond

Grilling Station

Garden Bench

Outdoor Couch

Round Fire Pit

Outdoor Bar

Outdoor Kitchen

Basic Bench

Post/Column

allanblock.com

AB Courtyard Patio Packages

The AB Courtyard Patio Packages are available in 12 different designs to easily
create an outdoor room or an extension of your home where you can enjoy time
with family and friends.  

The pre-designed layouts are created to be easily installed on your existing patio,
or upgrade your space with a new paver patio for an exciting new space.  Watch
the how-to video’s or print off the material list and installation information for all
designs from allanblock.com.

Check out your Elements Options! Add an Element fea-
ture like a fire pit or a pond to your package, or as a stand
alone feature to your landscape.

Check Out Our
Pre-Designed
Patio Packages

Visit allanblock.com for more information.

Download our AB Courtyard App today to see all of the AB
Courtyard Patio Packages and Elements.  Choose your package
and receive a detailed design kit that includes a material estimate,
installation information, and links to the how-to videos.  
Available for Apple tablets and phones, Windows and Mac computers.

What is AB Courtyard?
AB Courtyard is a two-sided patio wall product that is durable, versatile and a
cost effective way to bring value to your landscaping.  Use it to build walls and
posts in any design, or create stand alone fire pits, ponds and much more.

Visit our website at allanblock.com for a complete library
of installation videos, detailed instructions, estimating tools,
photo gallery, and much more.

Download the AB Courtyard
Installation Manual for
product information and in-
stallation instructions.



Vienna

Matching layouts on each
side make installation 
quick and easy.

Mocha

Include bench seating
within the wall for 
added space.

Merlot

Matching layouts on
each side and flowing
curves make installation
quick and easy.

Chianti

Include a built in element
within the wall to enhance
your outdoor space.

Napa

Nice open space to allow for 
furniture or other accessories to
create a  personal backyard area.

Pinot

Matching layouts on 
each side and flowing
curves make installation
quick and easy.

Bistro

Include a built in element
within the wall to enhance
your outdoor space.

Sonoma

Include bench seating as
a separate element for
added space.

Espresso

Include a BBQ element
for an enhanced 
entertaining space.

Fresco

Include a built-in BBQ 
element and a bar for a full
package entertaining area.

Burgundy

Include a stand alone
bar to have an the 
intimate backyard space.

Vino

Extra seating is always a plus
in the backyard patio area.

Visit allanblock.com/projects for complete details.The AB Courtyard Patio Packages will fit in a 12 ft by 19 ft space (3.6 m by 5.8 m).  


